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Abstract The objective of this study is to improve the methods of determining unimpeded (nom-

inal) taxiing time, which is the reference time used for estimating taxiing delay, a widely accepted

performance indicator of airport surface movement. After reviewing existing methods used widely

by different air navigation service providers (ANSP), new methods relying on computer software

and statistical tools, and econometrics regression models are proposed. Regression models are

highly recommended because they require less detailed data and can serve the needs of general per-

formance analysis of airport surface operations. The proposed econometrics model outperforms

existing ones by introducing more explanatory variables, especially taking aircraft passing and

over-passing into the considering of queue length calculation and including runway configuration,

ground delay program, and weather factors. The length of the aircraft queue in the taxiway system

and the interaction between queues are major contributors to long taxi-out times. The proposed

method provides a consistent and more accurate method of calculating taxiing delay and it can

be used for ATM-related performance analysis and international comparison.
� 2017 Chinese Society of Aeronautics and Astronautics. Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. This is

an open access article under theCCBY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Airport surface movement management has attracted exten-

sive interests of US aviation community, given the increased
airport surface delay in recent years and consequent excess fuel
burn and emissions. While researchers dedicating efforts to

develop systems to reduce surface delay, which are similar to
airport collaborative decision making (A-CDM) implemented
at some EU airports, how to evaluate the outcomes of those

systems also needs careful consideration. Surface delay is
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widely used to indicate the performance of airport surface
movement. It is defined as the excess time needed to taxi-in
or taxi-out while compared to unimpeded time that flights take

if there is no interference during their taxiing process. US air-
ports are improving their equipment and system so that oper-
ational data can be recorded and played back to track taxiing

process. Nevertheless, there is no automated tool for comput-
ing the unimpeded taxiing time and thus taxiing delay.

For flight operations at airports, ‘‘bottleneck” areas on the

surface where congestion could occur include gates, apron
area, taxiways, and runways–with the last two elements often
referred to as the airport movement area. There are different
perspectives in defining taxi-out times in this area of literature.

On the one hand, an explicit definition of taxi-out time refers
to the amount of time between an aircraft’s pushback from
the gate (off-block time) and its takeoff from the runway

(wheel-off time). From an airlines’ point of view, once an air-
craft has left the gate, any excess time from an optimum unim-
peded time that occurs before takeoff shall be considered as

inefficient, regardless of its occurrence in the ramp or move-
ment area. In addition, this definition only requires two time
stamps: off-block time and takeoff time for each flight, which

are both readily available in the aviation system performance
metrics (ASPM) databases that the author used to obtain flight
data. On the other hand, it is usually the airports or airlines
themselves that control aircraft movement in the ramp area;

air navigation service provider (ANSP) (e.g. the Federal Avia-
tion Administration (FAA) in the U.S.) oversees the move-
ment area. To evaluate the performance of each entity,

aircraft movements in two areas need to be separately consid-
ered. For major airports with both a ramp control tower and
an air traffic control tower, agreements are made on which

spots to appropriately take over the control of aircraft from
each other. For instance, only three out of 14 available spots
on the surface of Philadelphia International Airport (PHL)

are utilized between two towers to take over the control of
flight movements.1 The taxiing time for ANSP, according to
this alternative definition, shall be the time that aircraft spend
beyond the handover spots and before takeoff. Which defini-

tion to use is truly dependent upon research objectives and
the availability of data. To evaluate taxiing performance by
control areas would require more sophisticated data in addi-

tional to the available data for this study. Therefore, the
taxi-out time in this study is defined as the difference between
off-block time and runway takeoff time.

Unimpeded taxi-out time is defined as the travel time of an
aircraft from pushback from the gate to takeoff on the runway
without any interference of other traffic. This time variable is
considered as the reference to estimate inefficiencies during

the taxi-out phase. Whereas the U.S. and European systems
have the same definition of unimpeded taxiing time,2 method-
ologies used to derive this variable are different. The opera-

tional inefficiency during the taxiing phase, also defined in
this research as additional taxiing time (or taxiing delay), is
measured by the excessive time that aircraft take for the taxiing

process in addition to the unimpeded reference time. Note that
sometimes a certain amount of waiting in taxiing system is
desirable for maximizing the utilization of other airside facili-

ties, e.g. to avoid idle periods of runway usage so as to maxi-
mize runway throughput1,2.

The objectives of this study are to: (1) Review existing
methods of computing unimpeded taxiing time; (2) Compare
the main existing methods for representative U.S. airports;
(3) Propose new methods for determining unimpeded taxiing
time; and (4) Discuss future research needs in this area.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2 reviews the literature and ongoing research on modeling
taxiing times and defining unimpeded taxiing time; Section 3

compares the outcomes of existing methods for representative
U.S. airports; Section 4 proposes different methods that can be
used for estimating unimpeded taxiing time, including the

methods combining visualization and statistical analysis and
the method with refined econometric regression models. Sec-
tion 5 concludes the study and provides recommendations
for further study.

2. Literature review

2.1. Existing methods used by U.S. and EU ANSPs for
estimating unimpeded taxi times

2.1.1. The U.S. APO method

The FAA Aviation Policy and Planning Office (APO) estab-

lished a process for estimating unimpeded (nominal) taxiing
times recorded in the ASPM database (see Appendix A). It
is based on two linear equations, one for taxi-in and the other

for taxi-out, and contains both taxi-in and taxi-out queue
lengths.3 The APO process seeks to build a numerical relation-
ship between aircraft on the ground and taxiing time through a
linear regression model. Model inputs are derived from the

ASPM database. Note that aircraft are not recorded as either
being in a queue or even outside the ramp area of the gates; the
parameters recorded are a gate-out time and a wheel-off time.

These values are used as surrogates for taxi-out time even
though an aircraft may spend considerable time within the
ramp area after a gate-out message is triggered. Appendix A

describes the details of the APO method and Fig. summaries
the methodology in a flow chart. The APO method explains
taxiing time by departure and arrival queue lengths; however,

it does not involve any other contributing factors such as run-
way configurations, weather conditions, or terminal/gate loca-
tion. Also, APO method only applies to airline service quality
performance system (ASQP) carriers (see Appendix C) and

other airlines at airports are assigned with an average value.4

As shown in Step 5 in Fig. 1, for obtaining the unimpeded
taxi-out time, it usually set the number of departing aircraft

to be 1 and arriving aircraft to be 0.

2.1.2. Europe performance review unit (PRU) method

Namely, the PRU method developed by EUROCONTROL

determines a common unimpeded taxi-out time for a group
of flights that share similar characteristics (see Appendix B).
Dependent upon data availability, these characteristics include

aircraft class and pairs of departure stand and runway end, or
aircraft class only (as in a simplified version of this method). A
congestion index is calculated for every flight and a congestion

index threshold is established for each group. After trimming
flights by the threshold value on the congestion index, the trun-
cated mean of remaining flights in the group (i.e. averaging
taxi-out times between 10th and 90th percentiles) is calculated

as the unimpeded taxi-out time for the group.
Due to data limitation of ASPM systems, there is no avail-

able record for runway or stand information. Hence, a simpli-



Fig. 1 FAA APO method for determining unimpeded taxi-out time.
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fied version of the PRU method is applied in this study. The
simplified version of the PRU method2 for calculating the

additional taxi-out time is divided into five steps shown in
Fig. 2.

2.1.3. 20th percentile method (P20)

Another method used in this field of literature to calculate
unimpeded taxiing times is simply to construct the cumulative
distribution function of taxi-out times for each group of

flights, grouped by flight carrier, season, and runway configu-
ration, and then take the value of actual taxi-out times at the
20th percentile as the unimpeded taxi-out time.

2.2. Other methods from literatures

Causal factors contributing to taxiing times identified in the

paper by Idris et al. include runway configuration, airline/ter-
minal location, departure demand, departure queue size,
weather, and downstream restrictions.5 They stated that the

runway configuration determines the flow of aircraft at the air-
port, presents the level of interaction between the flows, and
restricts the capacity of arrivals and departures. They also dis-
cussed weather and downstream restrictions in view of the fact

that adverse weather greatly reduces the capacity of the air-
port. Although both of the regression models in the FAA
APO process and the Idris paper considered arrival and depar-

ture queue length as the major contributor for modeling taxi-
ing time, the methods of calculating the queue length are
different.

Fig. 3 shows a time–space diagram with five aircraft taxiing
out from the gate and taking off at the end of runway. The
horizontal axis is the space, showing the location of the air-
craft, for instance, from gate to runway. The vertical axis is
the time, starting from the top. The reference flight, repre-
sented by the blue arrow, leaves the gate at a time t1 and

takes-off at a time t2. The taxi-out duration of the reference
flight is (t2 � t1). Two flights gated out before t1 and took off
before t2 as well, represented by the green arrows. One flight

gated out before t1 but took off after t2, which is represented
by the purple arrow in Fig. 3(a). Two flights gated out after
t1 but took off before t2, which is represented by the red arrows

(see Fig. 3(b)).
According to the queue length calculation method

described in the APO process, the number of flights available

on the ground at the time of the reference flight’s gate-out mes-
sage is considered as the departure queue length qo. In Fig. 3
(a), the qo equals 3, including the flights represented by the
two green and one purple arrows. However, while considering

passing and overpassing, the departure queue length in that
case is 2. Similarly in Fig. 3(b), the queue length, according
to APO method is still 3 but after considering passing and

overpassing, the queue length is 4.
Table 1 shows a comparison using historical operational

data. According to the definition by the FAA’s APO model,

the departure queue for the NWA flight that gated-out at
7:10 a.m. is 7. Nevertheless, the departure queue for that flight
is supposed to be 5, because it passed the two flights DAL and
FLG that gated-out at 7:08 a.m. but took off later than the

NWA flight.
The queuing model proposed by Idris et al. for taxi-out esti-

mation assumed take-off queue to be the primary factor affect-

ing the taxi-out time of an aircraft, without considering taxi-in
queue in the model. They set up different combinations of car-
riers and runway configurations as subsets. The data of the

case study presented in the paper contained a total of 56 sub-
sets. The downstream restrictions were not considered as sep-



Fig. 2 Simplified PRU method for determining unimpeded taxi-out time.

Fig. 3 Comparison of queue length calculations.
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arate variables but were assumed to be a part of the departure

queue. Idris et al. stated that aircraft that experienced long
taxi-out times due to passing and restrictions would have long
take-off queues. For all the subsets, a probability distribution

function (PDF) was developed that gives the probability of a
queue forming depending on the number of aircraft present
on the airport surface at that particular time. An average
taxi-out time was calculated over all possible queue sizes and

then a second-order equation was fitted to these values. Their
model was compared to the running average model used in the
ETMS and showed a reduced mean absolute error. The model

predicted 66 percent of taxi-out times within 5 min of actual
time and is applicable when the number of aircraft present
on the airport surface is known.

The Enhanced Traffic Management System (ETMS)
model6estimates the taxi-out time using the running averages
of the previous two weeks. The limitation of this model is that

it does not take into consideration important factors affecting
the taxi-out time of an aircraft, such as runway configuration.
Shumsky7 proposed two linear models to predict taxi-out time
– a static model and a dynamic model. The static model uses

variables such as carrier, runway configuration, weather, and
a measure of airport congestion. To explain airport conges-
tion, Shumsky projected two different measurements: the num-

ber of push backs in a given time period around the pushback
of the reference flight, and the number of departing flights pre-
sented on the runway at the pushback time. The results of this

study showed that estimations using queue size were better
than using the number of aircraft on the runway as a measure-
ment for airport congestion. Shumsky also claimed that the
static model was as good as the dynamic model for a short time



Table 1 Illustration of different queue length calculation methods.

Carrier Gate-out Wheels-off Departure queue (Kondo3) Departure queue (Idris5)

USA 6:57:00 7:13:00

NKS 7:00:00 7:15:00

NWA 7:00:00 7:18:00

UAL 7:02:00 7:19:00

UAL 7:04:00 7:22:00

DAL 7:08:00 7:29:00

FLG 7:08:00 7:26:00

NWA 7:10:00 7:24:00 7 5

AAL 7:14:00 7:27:00
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horizon, such as a 15-min period. Nevertheless, for a longer
time horizon, the dynamic model yields superior results.

3. Comparison of three methodsused by U.S. and EU ANSPs

LaGuardia Airport (LGA), Philadelphia International Airport

(PHL), and Charlotte Douglas International Airport (CLT)
are among the airports with longest taxi delays in the U.
S.8and they are selected for comparing the taxi-out times by

applying different methods (see Fig. 4). The main purpose of
this comparison is to test if there is consistent trend of
difference between various methods across all different types

of airports. We argue that if the difference trend is not
consistent, it is hard to convince aviation researchers,
practitioners, and managers about the taxi time comparison
of U.S. and EU airports in the ATM-related performance

comparison report.8

The flight data of 2007 are used, as it is the year with the
highest taxi times in last decade. Flights of ASQP carriers

are grouped according to carrier and season. Groups with a
low number of flights (less than 100) are not considered in
the comparison. Once an unimpeded taxi-out time is obtained

for a group (with the same carrier during the same season), the
same value is assigned to all flights in the group, and the
weighted unimpeded taxi-out times and standard deviations

for the airport are computed, as shown in the first two rows
in Table 2. Row 3 and 4 present the minimum and maximum
unimpeded taxi-out times across the different groups.
Fig. 4 Comparison of average unimpeded taxi-out time in

minutes at LGA, PHL and CLT.
The comparison of the three methods for various airports
shows that the difference trend of the three methods is not

consistent. Furthermore, the three methods of computing
unimpeded taxiing time and then taxiing delay does not
provide insights on how to develop countermeasures to

alleviate that taxiing delay. Thus, in this study, we propose
other new methods for obtaining unimpeded taxiing time
and taxiing delays.
4. New methods for computing unimpeded taxiing time and

taxiingdelays

4.1. PDARS observation

With the applications of advance technologies in aviation,

more sophisticated airport surface data become available,
including Performance Data Analysis and Reporting System
(PDARS) based on data recorded by Airport Surface Detec-

tion Equipment, Model X (ASDE-X). PDARS data provides
historical surveillance data on surface operations at a few U.
S. airports. After an initiated data request, surface trajectories

for individual flights are presented with Graphical Airspace
Design Environment (GRADE).

An example of multiple flight trajectories at PHL is shown

in Fig. 5 with two days of traffic on April 8, 2010, and May 20,
2010. It is noted that flights in historical data are operated in
different taxiing routes other than the shortest path assumed
in the ADSIM + simulation that will be discussed in next sub-

section. Taking the same example from terminal B to runway
27L (see Fig. 6), the shortest path is for flights to exit the ramp
and then directly cross runway 27R to runway 27L (Fig. 6(a)).

But only a few flights took the shortest taxi route. From the
observation, however, most flights taxi around end of runway
27R then approach to 27L to avoid active runway crossing

(Fig. 6(b)).
After manually observing two days of ASDE-X data, about

100 flights are identified without delay during taxi-out phase or

hold for other traffic in the movement area. Flight trajectories
and time stamps of these flights are retrieved from PDARS to
derive their unimpeded taxi-out time. Tables 3–5 summarizes
the numerical results of unimpeded taxi-out time from histor-

ical data.
Hitherto, playing back ASDE-X data through PDARS is

one method to observe and understand historical flight opera-

tions. However, it is very time-consuming to conduct manual
observations for a large number of flight operations.



Table 2 Comparison of unimpeded taxi-out time using different methods.

Parameter LGA PHL CLT

APO PRU P20 APO PRU P20 APO PRU P20

Mean (min) 12.41 14.91 16.66 10.86 15.44 13.57 11.73 14.59 12.16

SD (min) 1.64 1.62 2.92 1.86 2.99 3.02 1.48 1.88 1.37

Group min (min) 9.90 11.22 9.00 6.50 8.02 6.00 9.80 10.49 8.00

Group max (min) 15.20 20.72 29.00 17.10 28.87 23.00 17.30 23.00 20.00

Flight count 115,993 103152 128863

Fig. 5 Snapshot of flight trajectories at PHL.

Fig. 6 Different taxi routes of two flights with the same gate-runway pair.
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4.2. Airport simulation

In addition to observing historical data, qualitative research

through simulation is also an efficient way to determine unim-
peded taxiing times and derive taxiing delays. According to the
definition, unimpeded taxi-out time is defined as the time it
takes for aircraft to reach a runway from the gate without
stopping or holding; viz., aircraft taxiing with a consistent taxi-
ing speed could be identified as unimpeded. Thereby, simula-

tion tools can be utilized to determine taxiing distances of



Table 3 Maximum unimpeded taxiing time from PDARS

observation.

Terminal Taxiing time for different runway

27L 27R 35

A-East 0:07:35

A-West 0:04:43

B 0:08:39 0:04:37

C 0:07:46 0:03:33

D 0:07:46 0:03:33

E 0:06:18

F 0:05:26 0:02:41

Table 4 Minimum unimpeded taxiing time from PDARS

observation.

Terminal Taxiing time for different runway

27L 27R 35

A-East 0:02:48

A-West 0:03:53

B 0:01:53 0:02:55

C 0:01:53 0:02:55

D 0:02:07 0:03:33

E 0:02:12

F 0:03:04 0:01:40

Table 5 Average unimpeded taxiing time from PDARS

observation.

Terminal Taxiing time for different runway

27L 27R 35

A-East 0:05:11

A-West 0:04:18

B 0:05:11 0:03:46

C 0:04:44 0:03:14

D 0:05:02 0:03:33

E 0:04:15

F 0:04:18 0:02:10
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any given taxiing routes. With a reasonable estimation of
unimpeded taxiing speed, unimpeded taxiing time can be

obtained by dividing taxiing distance by taxiing speed.
Advanced Airfield Delay Simulation Model (ADSIM+) is

an airport simulation under development by the FAA. A pro-

totype of ADSIM + is used to test the aforementioned simu-
lation method. The precise geographic information of airside
facilities, namely runways, taxiways and gates are imported
into the model. Fig. 7 shows the layout of PHL in the simula-

tion with sample taxiing routes from different gates to
runways.

There are seven terminals at PHL (AWest, A East, B, C, D,

E, and F) and two major runways used for departures.
27L|9R, 27R|9L, 27L are the most frequently used runway
configurations. Altogether, there are 28 terminal-runway com-

binations for different taxiing routes. A schedule of 28 flights is
specified in the simulation, with each flight representing an
example using distinct terminal-runway combinations. The
gate that is the closest to the movement area is identified as ref-
erence point for each terminal in this experiment. An example
is shown in Fig. 7 when a flight is scheduled to leave from a

gate in terminal B to takeoff on runway 27L. Taxiing routes
are designed based on the shortest path from the gate to the
runway. During the simulation, flight movements are simu-

lated in a conflict-free environment so that when one aircraft
is taxiing, there is no interference from any other aircraft.
Average taxiing speed of 15 knots is assumed for all aircraft

in this simulation.
With this experimental design, unimpeded times are

obtained from flights taxiing through each terminal-runway
combination. The numerical results for each terminal-runway

combination are shown in Table 6. The sample flight taxiing
from terminal B to runway 27L indicates an unimpeded taxi-
out time of 2.30 min for this taxiing route.

Note that the impact of uncertainties at the airport is not
included during the simulation. It can be assumed that aircraft
pushback from the gate and taxi into the movement area with-

out any interference or delay. The procedure of aircraft push-
back and taxiing through the apron area is more complex in
reality and further studies are needed to provide a higher res-

olution of simulation in the ramp area. Future research also
includes the impact of different aircraft types and other taxiing
route options for each terminal-runway pair.

4.3. Refined econometricsmodel

In addition to heuristic simulation and observation methods, a
sophisticated econometrics regression model is proposed in

this subsection to model aircraft taxiing time. First, the author
identifies causal factors that contribute significantly to taxiing
delay by exploiting available data sources. A log-normal

regression model is adapted to model taxiing times followed
with a comprehensive set of regression diagnosis and stability
test. After that, numerical results are interpreted for a sample

group of flights with a mathematical model equation. The
aggregated results for all flights are compared among three air-
ports at the end.

The procedure of model development is summarized as

following.

(1) Data collection

Flight data, airport information and other factors that con-
tribute to taxiing delay are collected. Individual flight level

data from ASPM is retrieved, including OOOI data (Out of
the gate, Off the runway, On the runway, Into the gate), pub-
lished scheduled data, etc. Airport information is obtained
through airport websites and other online sources. Other fac-

tors, such as historical weather information at airports, are
obtained from the database of National Oceanic and Atmo-
spheric Administration.9

(2) Factor identification

This step aims at identifying causal factors of excessive taxi-
ing time and delay. In this area of literature, the number of air-
craft on the airport surface is considered to be one of the main

contributing factors to excess taxiing delay.5,10 A comprehen-
sive examination of other causal factors has been summarized



Fig. 7 Layout of PHL in the simulation with sample taxi routes.

Table 6 Unimpeded taxiing times for different terminal-runway pairs from simulation.

Runway Taxiing time for different terminals

A-West A-East B C D E F

9L 1.23 2.73 3.80 4.65 5.65 6.28 7.05

9R 6.92 8.42 9.48 10.33 11.33 11.4 12.27

27L 6.52 3.40 2.30 2.50 3.40 4.03 4.90

27R 8.12 5.78 4.68 3.97 4.87 3.22 3.65
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in our previous work.1,11 In this study, the same set of factors
is included in this model to explore the influence on taxi

performance.

(3) Model specification and validation

With collected data and a set of contributing factors, the
statistical form of the regression model is determined based

on preliminary analysis and a complete procedure of regres-
sion diagnostic is followed to specify and validate the model.
After that, the test of collinearity is performed to assure the
stability of the model.

4.3.1. Contributing factors

(1) Departure and arrival queue length
Departure queue length for each departure is defined as the

number of takeoffs that occur ahead of the reference aircraft

during its taxi-out process, while arrival queue length for each
arrival is represented by the number of aircraft landed and
parked at gates ahead of the reference aircraft during its

taxi-in process. The variable of queue length is calculated for
each flight at each study airport. Only ASQP flights are
included in the analysis to provide a consistent comparison

with an existing benchmark method.
In addition to the variable of queue length itself, consider-

ing the interactions between aircraft, quadratic terms of
departure and arrival queues are included in the model to
test the significance of quadratic terms in a polynomial

regression.

(2) Airport traffic demand

To account for the impact from current airport operations

to the reference flight, two variables from ASPM dataset are

included in the model to represent airport traffic demand at

the moment, viz. EFFDEP which is the count of departures

for efficiency computation and EFFARR which is the count

of arrivals for efficiency computation. Airport departure and

arrival demand in 15 min-intervals are represented by these

two variables.

(3) Expected departure clearance times (EDCT)

As one of tactic approaches to assess the imbalance of air

traffic demand and airport capacity, EDCT is implemented
by assigning runway release time due to Traffic Management
Initiatives (TMIs) that require holding aircraft on the ground
at the departure airport.4 In the ASPM system, EDCT is

recorded when the flight was held on the ground past its
planned wheels off departure time. In the model, the assign-
ment of EDCT is indicated by a dummy variable for each

flight, viz. the variable is set at 1 if the flight is assigned with
an EDCT and 0 otherwise.
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(4) Runway configuration

For airports with multiple runways, the active runway is
based on weather conditions, traffic demand and other

factors to optimize the operational efficiency. In the ASPM
dataset, such information is recorded by the runway
configuration variable, which lists both departure and arrival
runways in use. To account for the impact of different

runway configuration on taxiing times, departure and arrival
runway configurations are considered separately and multiple
dummy variables are introduced to represent the set of

frequently-used runway configurations. For each flight, the
dummy variable of the active runway configuration is set
at 1 and dummy variables for other runway configurations

are set at 0.

(5) Taxiing route

Different preferences on taxiing routes could result in
inconsistent taxi performance. Ideally, the distance of taxiing
route for each flight should be obtained to account for its

impact on taxiing time. However, such information is neither
recorded in ASPM nor publicly accessible at airports. As an
estimate, runway configuration in use is used to indicate differ-

ent levels of taxiing distance between the terminal and runway
end. The estimation is more accurate for some airports with a
simple layout, such as LGA, which has only one runway for

arrivals and the other for departures.

(6) Weather factors

When weather conditions are less than perfect, the impact
on airports and airspace is profound in terms of reduced visi-
bility for pilots and controllers, degraded capability for traffic

management and decreased airport capacity. Obtained from
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration online
resource,9 a set of weather factors are analyzed in the model,

including wind speed (SPD), ceiling of cloud (CLG), visibility
at the airport (VSB), temperature (TEMP), precipitation of
last hour (PCP01) and average precipitation of previous 6 h
(PCP06).

4.3.2. Regression function

To illustrate the technique for carrying out a regression analy-

sis, an example of the regression model at CLT airport is pre-
sented in this and next two subsections. The diagram of CLT
airport is shown in Fig. 8.

Obtained from ASPM database, annual flight data at CLT

is first grouped by different seasons, air carriers and aircraft
class as these factors are demonstrated to have a profound
impact on taxiing times.1,11 After grouping, models with the

same structure but different parameters are developed for each
group of flights. To illustrate this, a group of flights at CLT,
‘‘USA, spring, Jet Small”, which represents all small jet air-

craft operated by US Airways during spring is selected as an
example. The group contains a total of 19204 flights. Fig. 9
depicts the distribution of actual taxi-out time (ACTTO) for

all flights within the group. A log-normal distribution is
observed from the continuous frequency distribution of actual
taxi-out times. Driven by the observation, a log-normal regres-
sion method is determined for that modeling in which the
dependent variable of the regression function is represented
by lg (ACTTO).

4.3.3. Regression diagnostic

The objective of regression diagnosis is to assure that the data
meet all regression assumptions prior to implementation so
that regression results are valid and accurate. In this part of

the study, Y is used to represent the dependent variable lg
(ACTTO) and X is used to indicate different decision variables
that were introduced in the previous subsection. Before the

implementation of regression technique, the following five
Gauss–Markov assumptions need to be satisfied to assure that
Ordinary Least Square (OLS) is the best linear unbiased esti-

mate (BLUE)12:

(1) Linearity between Y and X

(2) Random sample
(3) Eð�jX Þ ¼ 0
(4) No perfect collinearity among X’s

(5) Varð�jX Þ ¼ r2 (homoscedasticity).

The linearity between Y and X is examined by simply

observing the scatter chart between lg(ACTTO) and each deci-
sion variable. As an example, Fig. 10 shows the plot of depar-
ture queue length versus lg(ACTTO). A linear trend line is also

presented in the figure and a high level of goodness of fit is
observed with R2 = 0.741.

It is also observed from Fig. 10 that the scatter chatter pre-

sents a concave shape between departure queue length and lg
(ACTTO). It indicates that taxiing time will not be linearly
elongated with the increase of departure queue length. To
account for this impact, quadratic terms of queue length are

introduced in the regression model.
In this study, entire flight data for the whole year is used for

analysis and no pre-processing is conducted. Therefore, the

assumption of random sample and Eð�jXÞ ¼ 0 is satisfied for
the regression.

To test for perfect collinearity, correlations between each

two explanatory variables are calculated as in Table 7. Qo

and Qi represent departure and arrival queue length, EFFDEP
and EFFARR indicate departure and arrival demand at the

airport. SPD, CLG, VSB, TEMP, PCP01 and PCP06 are dif-
ferent weather factors including wind speed, ceiling of cloud,
visibility, temperature, precipitation of last hour and average
precipitation of previous 6 h. Dummy variables of EDCT

and runway configuration are not listed in the table below
where the correlation values are all close to 0. Based on the
correlation computation outcomes, it is reasonable to assume

that no perfect collinearity among explanatory variables exists
because none of these correlation factors is or even close to 1.

To test for homoscedasticity, one popular method is to

assure that heteroscedasticity is not represented in the model.
There by, the linear regression of Y on all X variables is per-
formed first and the distribution of predicted Y values versus

regression residuals is examined for heteroscedasticity, as
shown in Fig. 11. It can be noted from the scatter plot that
regression residuals are quite evenly and symmetrically dis-
tributed over the horizontal axis, which is predicted Y. Hence,

it is concluded that heteroscedasticity does not apply to this

model and the assumption of Varð�jXÞ ¼ r2 (homoscedastic-

ity) is satisfied.



Fig. 8 Diagram of CLT airport (from https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/7d/CLT_Airport_Diagram.pdf)
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Fig. 9 Frequency distribution of actual taxi-out time for selected group of flights.

Fig. 10 Scatter plot of departure queue length versus lg

(ACTTO).
Fig. 11 Scatter plot of residuals versus predicted lg(ACTTO).
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So far, all of Gauss–Markov assumptions are tested and

the outputs together imply that OLS can be applied in our
model and that it provides the best linear unbiased estimate.
In addition, the test of multicollinearity is performed by

measuring variance inflation factor (VIF) and condition
index (CI) to assure the stability of the model. A
multicollinearity problem is indicated if a tolerance is less

than 0.10 and/or a VIF is higher than 10 and/or a CI is
above 30.12 With the test results shown in Table 8, it
can be suggested that all indexes are within the reasonable

range and no multicollinearity problem is detected in the
model.

4.3.4. Numerical results

4.3.4.1. Example model equation. Hitherto, all five Gauss–Mar-
kov assumptions are demonstrated to be satisfied and the test

of multicollinearity is performed to ensure the stability of the
Table 7 Correlations among explanatory variables.

Qo Qi EFFDEP EFFARR S

Qo

Qi 0.04

EFFDEP 0.16 0.00

EFFARR �0.03 0.24 �0.06

SPD �0.04 0.02 �0.01 0.15

CLG �0.01 �0.03 0.11 �0.03 �
VSB �0.01 �0.05 0.12 0.01 0

TEMP �0.04 0.02 0.10 0.20 0

PCP01 �0.01 0.03 �0.04 0.01 0

PCP06 0.01 0.01 �0.03 0.00 0
model. The output of regression model for the sample group
of flights is shown as Table 9.

The positive coefficient of departure queue length (Qo) and

arrival queue length (Qi) indicates that the more flights taxiing
on the airport surface, the longer taxiing delays are expected
for the reference flight while all other conditions stay the same

until a turning point is reached with the quadratic terms. The
negative coefficient of quadratic terms (Qo

2, Qi
2) confirms the

concave shape in Fig. 10. Dummy variablesR6, R7, R9, R11

and R12 indicate the impact of different runway configura-
tions on taxiing times. A positive coefficient of EDCT dummy
variable indicates that flights assigned with EDCT are
expected to experience longer delays during taxiing. The mag-

nitude of this coefficient also suggests a larger impact of EDCT
than that of runway configuration. SPD, CLG, VSB, TEMP,
PCP01 and PCP06 are different weather factors indicating

wind speed, ceiling of cloud, visibility, temperature, precipita-
tion of last hour and average precipitation of previous 6 h.
PD CLG VSB TEMP PCP01 PCP06

0.28

.11 0.37

.35 �0.01 0.14

.04 �0.13 �0.30 �0.02

.00 �0.11 �0.13 0.02 0.06



Table 8 Test results for multicollinearity.

Variable DF Tolerance VIF CI

Intercept 1 0

Qo 1 0.16216 6.16656 1

Qi 1 0.16604 6.02263 1.18105

QoQi 1 0.22528 4.43885 1.29320

Qo
2 1 0.16408 6.09477 1.34509

Qi
2 1 0.31981 3.12689 1.64664

EDCT 1 0.91239 1.09603 1.69685

SPD 1 0.76244 1.31157 1.72487

CLG 1 0.75602 1.32272 1.80794

VSB 1 0.73490 1.36072 1.88587

TEMP 1 0.82851 1.20699 2.08290

PCP01 1 0.90262 1.10789 2.49660

PCP06 1 0.97705 1.02349 3.29985

EFFDEP 1 0.91530 1.09254 5.09241

EFFARR 1 0.87007 1.14933 5.69240
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EFFDEP and EFFARR represent an estimate on airport
departure and arrival demand during the 15-min time window.

Overall, the size of all data points evolved in this regression
model is 19197, with 390 missing points excluded. A total of 19
independent variables are analyzed in this model. The p value

of F test is less than 0.001 that indicates explanatory variables
altogether are statistically significant.

4.3.4.2. Comparison results. To provide comparable results,
these proposed models are implemented for three airports,
LGA, CLT and PHL, respectively. The comparison results
are illustrated from two aspects: goodness of fit and average

taxiing time. The APO method is set as the reference to
demonstrate the performance of a proposed statistical model.
In addition, variants of this statistical model with different

combinations of decision variables are derived as the
following:

(1) Basic = constant + queue lengths
Table 9 Summary of regression output for the sample group of flig

Variable Label DF Parameter

Intercept Intercept 1 1.05284

Qi Arrival Q 1 0.00343

Qo Departure Q 1 0.02044

Qo
2 Quadratic of Q 1 �8E-05

Qi
2 Quadratic of Q 1 �9E-05

QoQi Quadratic of Q 1 3.8E-06

d6 Runway dummy 1 �0.075

d7 Runway dummy 1 0.24265

d9 Runway dummy 1 �0.0019

d11 Runway dummy 1 0.09699

d12 Runway dummy 1 �0.0441

edct_d EDCT dummy 1 0.06002

SPD Wind speed 1 0.00099

CLG Cloud ceiling 1 �2E-05

VSB Visibility 1 �0.0036

TEMP Temperature 1 3.1E-05

PCP01 Precipitation 1 0.15975

PCP06 Precipitation 1 0.09078

EFFDEP Departure Demand 1 �0.0017

EFFARR Arrival demand 1 0.00086
(2) Basic + EDCT dummy (E)
(3) Basic + Runway configuration dummy (R)
(4) Basic + Queue length quadratic terms (Q)

(5) Basic + E + Q
(6) Basic + R+ Q
(7) Basic + E + R +Q

The basic model contains only departure and arrival queue
length as decision variables. Six variants of models are derived
by adding a mixed combination of EDCT dummy variables,

runway configuration dummy variables, and quadratic terms
of queue lengths.

(1) R-square value

Based on annual flight data in 2007 from ASPM, flights at
each airport are first grouped by carrier and season. There

are 63 groups obtained for LGA, 56 for CLT and 62 for
PHL. Next, the regressions analysis of proposed models is
conducted for each group at each airport. Descriptive statis-

tics across all groups are collected together and compared
with results from the APO method. As shown in Table 10,
the goodness of fit of APO method is quite poor with a much

lower value of R2 than any variant of proposed models. For
example, the average R-squares of proposed models range
from 0.72 to 0.74 among 63 groups at LGA while that of
the APO method is only 0.39. The table also shows the

regression model with a complete set of decision variables
involved, where (Basic + R + E +Q) yields the best good-
ness of fit with the highest R-squares among all other variants

for all three airports.

(2) Unimpeded taxi-out time

Similar as the APO method depicted in Fig. 1 and Appen-
dix A, once the modeling of taxi-out time is done, given the

estimated coefficients, we set the number of departing aircraft
to be 1 and arriving aircraft to be 0 to obtain the group unim-
peded taxi-out time and then the average taxi-out time of one
hts.

estimate Standard error t value Pr > |t|

0.01044 100.85 <0.0001

0.00061 5.59 <0.0001

0.00015 134.77 <0.0001

2.9E-06 �27.76 <0.0001

3E-05 �3.07 0.0021

2.5E-05 0.15 0.8781

0.00945 �7.94 <0.0001

0.08952 2.71 0.0067

0.01049 �0.18 0.8557

0.08952 1.08 0.2786

0.00947 �4.65 <0.0001

0.00295 20.33 <0.0001

0.00017 5.99 <0.0001

2.4E-06 �9.57 <0.0001

0.00036 �9.92 <0.0001

6.3E-05 0.49 0.6216

0.0234 6.83 <0.0001

0.03125 2.9 0.0037

5.1E-05 �33.69 <0.0001

4.8E-05 17.81 <0.0001



Table 10 Comparison of R-squares of different models at CLT, PHL and LGA.

Airport R2 APO Basic Basic + E Basic + R Basic + Q Basic+E+ Q Basic + R+ Q Basic + R+ E + Q

LGA(63 groups) Mean 0.39 0.72 0.72 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.74

SD 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05

CLT(56 groups) Mean 0.13 0.42 0.43 0.48 0.43 0.43 0.48 0.49

SD 0.06 0.12 0.12 0.10 0.12 0.12 0.10 0.10

PHL(62 groups) Mean 0.30 0.59 0.59 0.61 0.60 0.60 0.62 0.62

SD 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.10 0.10

Fig. 12 Average taxi-out time by APO method and the proposed

method at CLT, LGA and PHL.
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airport. Fig. 12 shows the comparison of calculated unimpeded
taxiing times by APO method and the proposed model for

three different airports, LGA, CLT, and PHL. It is observed
that this proposed model leads to a lower value of unimpeded
taxiing time compared to the APO method. With a high level

of goodness of fit, the proposed model provides a more accu-
rate measurement for taxiing performance, quantifies the
impact of various factors to taxiing inefficiency, and supports

decision-makers with reliable measurements to improve the
operational performance.

5. Summary

Unimpeded taxiing time is the reference time used for estimat-
ing taxiing delay, a widely accepted performance indicator of
airport surface movement. As noted, the varying methods

applied by the FAA and EUROCONTROL are used to mea-
sure taxiing efficiency. Hence, this study first compares three
methods of determining unimpeded taxi-out times for the same

airports. The comparison shows that the APO and PRU meth-
ods lead to different unimpeded taxi-out times, consequently
different taxi-out levels of efficiency. It is suggested that a clear

definition of taxiing time should be defined and a consistent
method of determining unimpeded taxiing times should be
developed for the evaluation of airport operational

performance.
New heuristic methods are explored by the simulation and

observation of historical operational data in a geographic plat-
form. However, due to various limitations, such heuristic

methods are not yet generally applicable at airports. Hence,
based on the FAA APO model, we proposed a refined econo-
metrics regression model to measure taxiing time, i.e. a log-

normal regression model, followed by a comprehensive set of
regression diagnosis and stability test. Compared to existing
methods, the proposed model provides a more accurate mea-
surement for taxiing performance with a high level of goodness
of fit. It quantifies the impact of various factors to taxiing inef-

ficiency and supports decision-makers with reliable measure-
ment to improve the operational performance.

Because of lack of data from European airports, we were

not able to conduct a comparison between U.S. and EU air-
ports in this study. We suggest the future ATM performance
comparison between the U.S. and EU or maybe some other

countries or regions could apply this proposed model to obtain
the unimpeded taxiing time and then the taxiing delay. It is
also possible to look into the detailed taxiing delay in terms

of different time of day and day of week, or different groups
to identify the severe taxiing delay scenarios and the major
causal factors and explore possible countermeasures for future
airport operations.
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Appendix A. U.S. methodology for nominal taxi times

This appendix describes the methodology used for the calcula-
tion of nominal (unimpeded) taxi times for the U.S.

(1) Start with a city pair flight with the data items of date

(year, month, and day), departure and arrival airport,
departure and arrival times (both scheduled and actual),
and OOOI times (out, off, on, in). The season parameter

is defined as winter (December, January, February),
spring (March, April May), summer (June, July,
August), and fall (September, October, November).

(2) Split a flight into two parts: departure and arrival.
(3) Departure data include airport, carrier, season, actual

gate-out time (entry time into a departure queue), and

actual wheels-off time (exit time out of the departure
queue).

(4) Arrival data include airport, carrier, season, actual
wheels-off time (entry time into an arrival queue), and

actual gate-in time (exit time out of the arrival queue).
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(5) Set up a bin for each minute of a single day and count

how many aircrafts (both departing and arriving) are
ahead of the flight at the queue entry time for the depar-
ture and arrival queues separately.

(6) Compute for each group an upper quartile (75th per-
centile) and exclude the upper 25 percent from the esti-
mation computation. This is done to prevent extremely
large values from exerting excessive effects on the esti-

mates. This is to estimate optimal taxi times, assuming
there is no obstruction on the taxiways.

(7) Run a regression for each subgroup determined by the

airport, air carrier, and season, separately for the depar-
ture and arrival queues. yo = axo + bxi + c, where yo is
a taxi-out time and xo and xi are the number of aircraft

taxing out and taxing in, respectively. a and b are regres-
sion coefficients with a � 0 and b � 0.

(8) Only adopt results for which both regression coefficients
are positive (the more aircraft, the longer the taxi times).

(9) For the subgroups with non-positive regression coeffi-
cients, do other things with boundary conditions set
for the resulting coefficients to be positive. (SAS used

has some regression or nonlinear model fitting proce-
dures in which can be specified in the boundary
conditions.)

(10) Finally, to obtain the unimpeded taxi-out times, set the
number of the departing aircraft at 1 and the arriving
aircraft at 0 in the regression equation for the departure

queue, meaning that only one aircraft is moving. For the
unimpeded taxi-in times, set the number of the arriving
aircraft at 1 and the departing aircraft at 0 in the equa-
tion for the arrival queue.

(11) The other statistics are for information only as a refer-
ence to determine if the unimpeded times are reasonable.

Appendix B. European methodology for unimpeded taxi times

This appendix describes the methodology used by European

performance review unit (PRU) for the calculation of the
unimpeded taxi times in the taxi-out phase.

Step 1. Each departing flight is categorized according to:

(1) Stand type and location: The type of stand (nose in, etc.)
and the location of the stand are likely to affect perfor-

mance measurement. To account for similar characteris-
tics, individual stands are grouped for the calculation of
the unimpeded time described in step 2. As the informa-
tion on stands is not available from the databases acces-

sible to the PRU, this analysis parameter is subject to
data availability from the airport communities.

(2) Departure runway: The inclusion of the departure run-

way enables stand – runway combinations and, hence,
provides additional useful information for performance
analyses.

(3) Congestion index: The allocation of a congestion index
to each departing flight is important to remove conges-
tion effects in the calculation of the unimpeded surface
movement transit times. It is expressed by the number
of departures of other aircraft between the time the

departing flight went off-block and the actual take-off
time of the flight.

Step 2. For each group (stand-runway combination, as
available), an unimpeded reference transit time is calculated
by taking the truncated mean (the average of all observations
in the truncated 10th to 90th percentile set) transit time for all

flights within the group with a congestion index below a
defined threshold (i.e., 4 flights or less).

Step 3. For each group (stand-runway combination, as

available), the surface movement delay is calculated as the dif-
ference between the average transit time (of all flights in this
group) and the unimpeded transit time for this group deter-

mined in the previous step.
Step 4. To get high-level results, the weighted average of all

the individual surface movement delay groups is calculated in a
final step.

Appendix C. Carriers in airline service quality performance

system (ASQP) and aviation system performance metrics

(ASPM)
ASPM Carriers
 ASQP Carriers
1. Air Canada (ACA)
 1. Pinnacle Airlines (FLG)
2. AirTran Airways TRS
 2. American Airlines (AAL)
3. Alaska Airlines (ASA)
 3. Aloha (AAH)
4. Aloha Airlines (AAH)
 4. Alaska Airlines (ASA)
5. American Airlines (AAL)
 5. JetBlue Airways (JBU)
6. American Eagle (EGF)
 6. Continental Airlines (COA)
7. America West (AWE)
 7. Atlantic Coast Airlines

(BLR)
8. ATA Airlines (AMT)
 8. Delta Air Lines (DAL)
9. Atlantic Coast (BLR)
 9. Atlantic Southeast Airlines

(CAA)
10. Atlantic Southeast Airlines

(ASQ)
10. Frontier Airlines (FFT)
11. Atlantic Southeast Airlines

(CAA)
11. AirTran Airways (TRS)
12. Comair (COM)
 12. Hawaiian Airlines (HAL)
13. Continental Airlines (COA)
 13. America West (AWE)
14. Delta Air Lines (DAL)
 14. American Eagle (EGF)
15. ExpressJet Airlines (BTA)
 15. Northwest Airlines (NWA)
16. FedEx (FDX)
 16. Comair (COM)
17. Frontier Airlines (FFT)
 17. SkyWest Airlines (SKW)
18. Hawaiian Airlines (HAL)
 18. ExpressJet Airlines (BTA)
19. Independence Air (IDE)
 19. ATA Airlines(AMT)
20. Jetblue Airways (JBU)
 20. United Airlines (UAL)
21. Mesa Airlines (ASH)
 21. US Airways (USA)
22. Northwest Airlines (NWA)
 22. Southwest Airlines (SWA)
23. Pinnacle Airlines (FLG)
 23. Mesa Airlines (ASH)
24. Skywest Airlines (SKW)
25. Southwest Airlines (SWA)
26. TWA (TWA)
27. United Airlines (UAL)
28. United Parcel Service (UPS)
29. US Airways (USA)
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